A new reversible data hiding is proposed. We group the pixels of block in the image into two groups with two methods called side grouping and interlaced grouping. Then, we calculate the mean values of the pixel values of the two groups, respectively. By using the relation between the difference of two mean values and the threshold value we embed secret data in the block. Because reversible data hiding may work in lossless environment, we use the multiple data hiding skill to embed secret data. By taking advantage of this skill, our algorithm could extract the secret data correctly and recover the cover image from the stego-image in a lossless environment. Also, we can extract secret data correctly in a low noisy environment due to JPEG compression.
INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding [1] embeds a secret message into an image, and generate a stego-image. After extracting the secret message from the stego-image, it is possible to recover the original image. There are many applications in military, medical, and forensic images for reversible data hiding.
Zhicheng Ni et al. [2] proposed a lossless data hiding technique based on histogram modification. This algorithm uses the zero or minimum point, and the maximum point of the image histogram to embed secret data. The algorithm is very simple and the stegoimage could get very high visual quality. Jun Tian proposed a reversible data hiding using difference expansion of pixel values [3, 4] . After doubling the difference of two pixels, the least significant bit of the difference could embed a secret bit in it. This algorithm could implement with repetition so that the capacity is quite high. Vleeschouwer proposed an interesting reversible data h i d i n g t e c h n i q u e w h i c h u s e s t h e " c e n t e r o f ma s s " o f t h e c i r c l e mapped from the histogram [5] .
In this paper, we propose a new method by shifting the mean values of two groups of pixels values in a block of an image. The method can do reversible data hiding for lossless environment and also extract correct secrete data in a low noisy environment.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
An image is divided into a sequence of blocks. The block size can be 2×2, 2×4, 4×2, 4×4, etc. If a block that is suitable to embed a data bit it is called embeddable; otherwise it is not embeddable. Each block is divided into two groups. The proposed reversible data hiding technique uses the concept of the mean value of a group in an embeddable block. The number of the embeddable blocks increases as the block size decreases. It is possible that the value of a pixel in the block may become overflow or underflow if it is shifted by a certain value to embed a data bit. We adopt the histogram modification to prevent overflow and underflow. The coordinate of the modified pixels for histogram modification is the side information that is needed for the receiver to recover the image. Because the number of the pixels needed to be modified is usually quite small, we can embed the side information into the image before embedding the secret data. Like Vl e e s c h o u we r ' s technique [5] , our technique could resist against the JPEG compression by using a multiple bit hiding strategy.
The flowchart of embedding and extracting procedure are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively. They both include histogram modification. In the embedding process, we need to record the coordinates of the modified pixels as side information after histogram modification, and embed this side information together with the secret data into the pre-processed image. In the extracting phase, we can use this side information and histogram modification to recover the original one.
We also need to design a data format of secret data for extraction. The data format of the secret data is shown in Figure 3 . The first bit b 1 means whether the image is pre-processed by histogram modification or not. If b 1 is 0, there is no pixel needed to be shifted, the other bits from b 2~bN are secret data, where N is the number of the total bits of side information. If b 1 is 1, the image has some modified pixels. b 2~b7 record how many the modified pixels are, and b 8b (16n+7) are the coordinates of the modified pixels, where n is the decimal value of b 2~b7 . The rest are the secret data we want to embed. 
Histogram Modification
To prevent overflow and underflow, we use histogram modification before the shifting of mean value of a group in the coding block in the embedding phase.
For the pixels whose gray values are greater than 255-T, the gray values of these pixels need to be decrease by T so that the gray values become equal to or less than 255-T. For the pixels whose gray values less than T, the gray values need to be increased by T so that the gray values become equal to or greater than T. The equation of histogram modification for a pixel f(x,y) in an image is:
,otherwise
For a given image, we embed 1 bit in each embeddable block of the image. The block size could be 2×2, 2×4, 4×2, or 4×4. The block is divided into two groups, G1 and G2, as shown in Figure 4 . The grouping methods are called side grouping and interlaced grouping. When -T ＜ D ＜T, the block is embeddable; otherwise the block is not embeddable. The algorithm that embeds a bit is written as below. The ranges of D when embedding and extracting secret bits are depicted in Figure 6 and 7, respectively.
Algorithm that embed a bit: t h m, t h e s l a s h ' /' me a n sthe difference value after the mean value is added by T and the range of the backslash ' \' me a n s t h edifference D after the mean value is subtracted by T. Please also note that there are long slash area, short lash area, long backslash area and short backslash area. For example, in Figure 7(b) , the long slash area is [0, T), in Figure 7(a) , the short slash area is [2T, 255], the long backslash area is [-T, 0) and the short backslash area is [-255,-2T). The short slash area and the short backslash area mean that the pixel value whose mean value is in this area is shifted by T but is not embedded a secret bit, and the long slash area and long backslash area mean that the pixel whose mean value is in this area is shifted by T and is embedded a secret bit. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Two standard test images, Lena and Baboon, are used to be experimented by our proposed technique. We show our experimental images of 256×256 Lena in Figure 8 using the side grouping method with 2×2 block size and different thresholds. Secondly, we show the experimental results of 256×256 Baboon in Figure 9 using the interlaced grouping method with 2×2 block size and different thresholds. Table  1 shows PSNRs for various thresholds. Table 2 shows capacity and bitrate of Lena using interlaced grouping method with different thresholds and block sizes. Table 3 shows capacity and bitrate of Lena using the side grouping methods with different thresholds and block sizes. From these three tables, when the threshold becomes big, the embedding capacity becomes large. Table 4 shows the correct bits extracted from JPEG images with different quality factors using side grouping and 2×4, 4×4, and 4×8 block sizes. It shows that the correct bits extracted from JPEG images with different quality factors using side grouping and 2×4, 4×4, and 4×8 block sizes
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a reversible data hiding technique based on side grouping and interlaced grouping. Our technique uses the mean value other than the center of mass, in order to decrease the computational complexity. As to capacity, because the neighboring values usually are similar, the mean values could be very close with small block size. Small size increases the total number of embeddable blocks and leads to a high capacity. Our technique could get high PSNR values in the data hided images because only half of pixels in a block are changed other than total of pixels. Also, we can extract secret data correctly in a low noisy environment due to JPEG compression. Table 4 : The correct bits extracted from JPEG images with different quality factors using side grouping and 2×4, 4×4, and 4×8 block sizes
